SGA revs up for large rally turnout

by Maria Girvin

The Student Government Association has been gearing up this week for tomorrow's rally by running a publicity campaign to enlist student support.

Strategies to educate students and faculty on what the SGA deems as negative administrative actions towards students were discussed in a special SGA session last Sunday.

"We want to embarrass the Board of Trustees," said Senior Class Vice President Gerard Lamb who helped conduct the meeting. "We want to show them that we can effectively hurt them or bother them."

The rally is designed to attract the attention of the public and the media and to enlighten student and faculty about four areas of student rights, said Lamb. The rally will take place, outside, on Temple Street at 2 p.m. Permission has been given by some of the street's residents to hang banners on building walls.

Four areas of student rights will be demanded at the rally. They are space expansion in the Ashburton building for student activities and for athletic programs, reinstatement of the automatic service scholarships and a student position on the Board of Trustees. Proposals for each of these demands will be submitted to the Board of Trustees.

According to Lamb, all demands hinge on the lack of student access to the decision-making process in the university. Lamb referred to the inopportunity for student input concerning the termination of the automatic service scholarships and the present lack of representation on the Board of Trustees.

"Neither President Thomas A. Fulham nor Vice President and Treasurer Francis X. Flannery was in agreement with the student's rights document," said Lamb. "I think the present system is far more effective and representative. I personally, I think it's highly unlikely that we won't pre-judge the Board of Trustees, but it's a fair policy."

Flannery refused comment on this issue saying that he was through discussing it and would decline further comment until after seeing SGA's proposal on reinstating the automatic service scholarships.

Both Flannery and Fulham are members of the Board of Trustees.

On the issue of layout expansion for student activities and athletics, Fulham stated that tentative plans were to remove classes from the Riggin gym to increase space for students and to follow:

see RALLY page 4

Literary magazine breaks students' rights document

by Susan E. Peterson

An investigation by the Suffolk Journal has found that the Venture literary magazine is not in compliance with the Joint Statement on student rights and responsibilities.

The Venture has continued under the control of the English department, despite the existence of the Joint Statement which is supposed to regulate all student publications.

The editor and the advisor of the magazine were picked by the English department. Present Editor Beatrice Botelho (English '79) is, according to the venture, supposed to be reviewed by the Publications Selection Committee.

Botelho is then supposed to select an advisor from the faculty at large. Both Botelho and the advisor were appointed by the department.

Botelho explained how she had been selected for the post. "It happened almost accidentally; one day I was talking to Bob (former editor Robert Metcalfe) in the library after a class. He asked me there and I said yes... he suggested it, and I accepted it."

Venture's faculty advisor Dr. Robert K. Johnson, is "not sure who actually made the decision," selecting Botelho. "Bob (Metcalfe) and Bob (Botelho) was interested and that was it."

A written statement by Dr. Stanley Vogel, former chairman of the English department, states, "The editor was to be chosen by the students interested in the magazine but with the approval of the English department since the magazine was under the auspices of that department."

According to the Joint Statement, which took effect two years ago, "the University and its student publications will be governed by the following general standards" under the section entitled "Method of Selection." The candidate for editor of a student publication "must submit a resume to the Chairman of the Selection Committee (Dean of Students D. Bradley Sullivan)." Candidates are interviewed by the Selection Committee which chooses one candidate subject to final approval of President Thomas A. Fulham. The president then must notify the candidate of his decision.

Botelho said she did not go through this process, but instead "had to go to talk to

see VENTURE page 4

Deep passion for the slopes

by Frank Scurti

When Suffolk University Professor Andrew Courchesne was a youngster growing up in New Hampshire, he would spend much of his time flying down the nearby snowy hills on his uncle's skis. He didn't realize it then, but his love for skiing almost earned him a trip to Austria for the 1964 Olympics.

After being given a tryout for the U.S. Olympic team, he was surprised to be interviewed by the Selection Committee. "I was flabbergasted," Courchesne laughed. "I had no idea it was coming."

CORNER VIEW

In 1964 Courchesne was a junior at St. Michaels College in northern Vermont, and captain of the ski team. When he was informed that he was being given a tryout for the U.S. Olympic team, he was surprised, to say the least.

"I was flabbergasted," Courchesne laughed. "I had no idea it was coming."
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Student Trustee policy working at area colleges

by Steve Finn

Direct student representation on the Board of Trustees would be "counterproductive" to the aims of student rights and issues at Suffolk, according to President Thomas A. Fulham.

Fulham feels this was a direct representation despite the apparent success of the student government and the growth of student representation within institutions such as Brandeis University and Wheelock College.

"I sit on the Community College Board," said Fulham, "and the Holy Cross Board of Trustees. I believe the representation of student issues is non-viability, and I do not think it is a solution to the other issues.'

Recently, Suffolk's system is designed so that undergraduate concerns are brought before a Student sub-committee called the College Committee. The Student Government Association president, vice president, and sophomore class president and an Evening Division Student Association representative are allowed into these meetings as spokesmen for student concerns. Fulham says this is a "very viable way of studying problems in that it provides "an access for debate under government.'

Those students involved in the current system of representation doubt the advantages of this method, however. There is a growing concern among undergraduate leaders that they do not afford them not receiving proper consideration by the trustees on the College Committee.

This has prompted a desire among undergraduate leaders to seek direct representation to Board of Trustees. To them, a Student Trustee may be the answer. "After all, one of the other places where this Student Trustee policy seemingly works, and works well," Brandeis University of Waltham is one of the schools which has the policy of allowing undergraduate representation on the Board of Trustees. This was done some 10 to 15 years ago by the students at the university, said Pam Perry, one of the original Trustees. She feels that the current policy is working, and to get a solid proposal ready.

Student Government Association President Donald Cardoza said that the leaders must adopt a new approach to the Board of Trustees.

"We have to go in there (before the College Committee) with a business-like approach," he stated. "We have to show that funding the positions will help the university and the students.

Cardoza said that the current policy of "sweet" scholarships should be given first preference, but if "no one there is eligible, then the scholarship should be given to the other," said Perry. "We can write proposals until we're blue in the face," stated Senior Class Vice President Gerard Lamb. "We have to show them how the money is going to be used."

Banda said that the only advantage of student Trustee relationship as it exists at Brandeis is the former's "counterproductive" to the aims of student leadership positions take up much time. Instead their service scholarships would be to give student leaders academic credit for the time they work in their organizations.

Another solution, suggested by Women's Center Faculty Advisor Carol Robb, was to claim the same rights as academic departments of the university which select and admit students to their academic institutions. While this solution would be "counterproductive," Banda said that "the students applied for leadership positions in the organizations which would be closed down."

"That's the problem, the current policy is inconsistent," said Elias. "Nothing is written down, but there should be guidelines to follow."
by John Terra

The Council of Presidents voted unanimously at their meeting this week to support tomorrow's student rally.

Chairwoman Anne Clark addressed the Council and its position in the upcoming rally. The rally is to be held Nov. 8, and the student body is encouraged to participate in the decisions concerning the creation of a Freshman Parents' Orientation next month.

**Gold Key Honour Society to host Parents' Orientation**

by Donna Lombardi

The Gold Key Honour Society will host Parents' Orientation at Suffolk on Dec. 3. According to the society's president, Jean DeAngelo, the event will be a reception for freshmen parents. "The primary purpose of the event is to show parents where their students spend their four years," DeAngelo said.

DeAngelo added that the orientation would be the first of its kind at Suffolk University. Although parents of students are invited, Suffolk University will spend occasional, while the event is Recognition Day for outstanding students, DeAngelo said there is no such reception for parents specifically to introduce them to the school.

Parent's Orientation, if successful, will hopefully set a precedent for annual receptions for parents similar to it. DeAngelo said, "The event will be a wine and cheese reception. Hopefully, it will become an annual event." During this orientation, DeAngelo said, "We know the actively involved students. It's the only organization that students get recognition for their work from their peers." DeAngelo said. Selected students receive Gold Key pins at the ceremony and reception. But other than their initial induction, there is no active involvement in the society. This year, the Gold Key Honour Society will try to make itself an active organization geared towards serving the students.

**Calculators worth $1,400 stolen from CRP**

by Don Jones

Seven calculators, valued at $1,400, were stolen from the accounting offices at Charles River Place (CRP).

According to Police Chief Edward Farren, the calculators were stolen during the evening of Oct. 20.

Business Manager Paul Ryan said that the thieves may have entered between 8 and 7 p.m.

He said that two men, who alleged to be taxi drivers, posed as night cleaners, were seen by an employee of the financial aid office that evening. However, there were no witnesses during the robbery.

The door to the accounting office was left unlocked prior to the robbery, Ryan said, a floor cleaner had apparently left the door unlocked before the robbery.

Farren said that this is the second robbery of calculators from the CRP accounting office. Two calculators were stolen from the accounting office in the fall of 1977.

Four of the seven calculators have been replaced, Ryan said, at a cost of $800. The competition for calculation is decreasing, so we're trying to spend less on calculators.

Farren warns strict security measures enforced at the CRP. He plans to meet with CRP security this week to discuss tighter security. Suffolk Police do not have responsibility for the offices at the CRP, Farren said.

Farren said, "Our police are investigating the theft. They have been looking into various pawn shops in Boston," said Ryan.
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What would Socrates think of O'Keefe?

If you question long enough and deep enough, certain truths about O'Keefe become evident.

If you question long enough and deep enough, certain truths about O'Keefe become evident. The concrete reality was that nothing was ever turned down. It was a possibility but never a reality, now it isn't even a possibility.
SBA investigation reveals exhausted work study

by Nina Gaeta

According to a Student Bar Association (SBA) investigation, there is no study money available for law students for the rest of the year.

SBA Vice President Ed Wallace and Chairman Janet Maloof reported to the SBA that all work study money was used over the summer when 30 students were SBA that all work study money was used.

Wallace and Maloof intend to petition the Board of Trustees for additional money for the law school. "First we have to push for more money, and then the school has to see that it can be done," Wallace said. "We have to be more persuasive than we have been before."

LAW SCHOOL

However, Assistant Financial Aid Director Darice Lincoln and Vice President and Treasurer Francis X. Flannery do not foresee the possibility of more money awarded to the law school. "Our first priority is to the undergraduate schools," said Flannery.

Lincoln agreed with Flannery. "The undergraduate students must have the first priority."

Lincoln said that any discussion of money for the law school will be handled by Financial Aid Director Edwinia Atkinson and law school Admissions Director Marjorie Cellar.

"The president also said that to get one representative was difficult, he said, 'and the money for the law school will be handled by Financial Aid Director Edwinia Atkinson and law school Admissions Director Marjorie Cellar.'"

Wallace said that several state house members had petitioned the SBA for the right to sit in on the meeting, since the Journal was not present.

On Oct. 29, the Journal sent a representative to cover the SBA budget appropriation meeting. The representative told the Journal that the meeting was open to all SBA members.

Wallace said that he felt that "under the circumstances, it (the expulsion) was justified." He said that the presence of a reporter might "inhibit people from freely discussing important budgetary matters."

SBA Representative Todd O'Connor moved that the minutes of the meeting be recorded and available in the minutes of the meeting, and therefore there was no need for a reporter to be present.

Wallace said that he felt that "under the circumstances, it (the expulsion) was justified." He said that the presence of a reporter might "inhibit people from freely discussing important budgetary matters."

SBA investigation reveals exhausted work study

ATTENTION: ALL WORK-STUDY AND SERVICE SCHOLARSHIP STUDENTS

As of Monday, Oct. 23, 1978, all student time slips are to be delivered to the Financial Aid Office. It is imperative that the time slips reach the office by the Monday cutoff (12 noon) for the previous two weeks of work.

NOTICE

All students that would like to be considered for Spring Assistance should complete the supplement to Suffolk University Application for Spring 1979.

No action will be taken without this supplement on file.

Forms are available now in the Financial Aid Office. Deadline for the return of all forms is Nov. 17, 1978.
A louder voice for SU students

It is time for Suffolk University to come out of the dark ages and have student representation on the Board of Trustees. However, President Thomas A. Fulham has denounced the practice calling it "counterproductive." The president said that a student trustee would either be intimidated or not listened to by board members.

But the problems of the system go far beyond these facts. If the present system is so effective, then why does it take students nine months to be informed of decisions (the decision to eliminate automatic scholarships was not released until nine months after the board made its decision). And why do trustees have to meet behind closed doors? All students are here to learn, and the magazine is one of the ways they are supposed to learn from experience.

The supervision of the Venture magazine has become another example of the administration's low regard for its students. The continued umbilical relationship between the English department and the magazine has pointed out one of the basic problems in the university. Since the establishment of Venture in 1967, the English department gave much-needed support to the magazine. Without the department's support, it is doubtful that it would have survived into the '70's.

The Joint Statement advertises and fosters competition between the stronger publications on campus. Instead of allowing the magazine to find its own level in "journalese" operation, have kept the magazine from the students. The magazine is one of the ways they are supposed to learn from experience.

The Joint Statement has been ignored in this decision. The Joint Statement is not rational, but is understandable. The reasons for the Joint Statement in this case are not rational reasons, but are understandable reasons. The major purpose of the Joint Statement is not to give students rights but to give them responsibilities. As any teacher knows, the more that is expected of students the more they produce, and they practice better quality. If the Joint Statement had had, when it was first written, been a true reflection of the present policies, the venture may have become by now one of the stronger publications on campus.

The same friction existed at Brandeis University in the 1960s and was alleviated by the passing of two student trustees (a junior and senior) onto the board. This maneuver worked for Brandeis and would solve many of Suffolk's communication problems. The Journal urges the SGA to continue its fight for fair representation. The trustees might as well accept the fact that student representation on the board is the horizon. That is unless Fulham and his colleagues enjoy the turmoil that exists today.
The true meaning of the word is rebellion and freedom. Over 200 years ago, this city was the breeding ground for one of the greatest struggles for freedom the world has ever known.

The tradition is impressive and the slogan is simple: taxation without representation. It started in 1770 when townspeople and British soldiers clashed in what is known as the Boston Massacre. Only three years later, the Boston Tea Party served as a catalyst to the struggle for independence with the Red Coats. And let's not forget Tea Party served as a catalyst to the struggle for independence. Another familiar tune tomorrow and don't be surprised if there are those present who are wearing bright red coats while the Suffolk townspeople fight for their freedom. And what better place can it happen but in the threshold of American Liberty — Boston.

Is the Boston Massacre happening all over again? Many say yes, but this time it's a little different because there is an administration which is killing its townspeople slowly instead of on the spot. The tension between the administration and the Suffolk townspeople has been building steadily over the years. A similar quality which led to the American Revolution. The administration is also making the Suffolk townspeople of their money and more importantly their freedom. Another familiar tune from the struggle for independence.

The students and administration members are present this time around, too. The first battle of this revolt will begin tomorrow and don't be surprised if there are those present who are wearing bright red coats while the Suffolk townspeople fight for their freedom. And what better place can it happen but in the threshold of American Liberty — Boston.

Thank you very much for this opportunity of clarification.

Sincerely,
Alex Clark
Chairperson of Council of Presidents
David Robbins
Adviser

Left out of protest

Editor:
In regard to the issue of student leadership scholarships for student activity space, it is obvious that for efficient performance of the duties of these positions, one needs some kind of financial aid. Since these positions usually require an average of 15-20 hours per week, they bear the burden of a part-time job. For many students, it would be necessary to take on a part-time job in addition to their student leadership position to pay for their schooling. This would put a person at an unfair disadvantage in the classroom — grade situation. So, I stand in favor of the service scholarship for student leaders.

However, there is a side of this issue that is constantly overlooked. What about the student leadership positions that have never qualified for service scholarships? How would one like to invite the student leaders, who have been receiving service scholarships, to come to the president of a fraternity, sorority, the Modern Language Club, or another organization and say: "Hey, would you like to invite the Suffolk student? I'm sure they would be quite surprised to find that they are not the only ones working their butts off to give Suffolk University a good name.

Sincerely,
Joseph D. G. Cores Jr.
President
Alpha Phi Omega
National Service Fraternity

Missing the ideology

Editor: Like strong exception to the claim, in your editorial of October 26, that the Suffolk Trustees are either "pseudo-Marxist" or any other kind of Marxist. Your comments on university policy are very well-taken indeed, and I couldn't agree with you more. Your conception of Marxism, however, could be further from the truth.

Marx's basic idea was that society should be run by and for the working class, and that this would require complete ownership and total equality. A truly Marxist university would be run by the students, faculty, and some kind of financial aid. For many students, it would be necessary to take on a part-time job, and most students, it would be necessary to take on a part-time job. For many students, it would be necessary to take on a part-time job.
Insulting or debating? Hatch, King 'tax' each other, instead of issues

by Frank Conte

As Harvard dignitaries sipped cocktails with their distinguished guests before last week's debate, two young Harvard students discussed the Classification Amendment, question one on the ballot. Of them, one claimed a huge law book, was explaining to his out-of-state classmate his interpretation of the effects of 100 percent evaluation.

"I think generally you're going to have to cut services," he theorized. "The classification amendment is a politician's dream. If it passes they finally have a bind on an industry that has settled down in a small town," he told his friend. But that was only part of the story.

The two students' discussion was about all one would hear about the Classification Amendment that night. Unfortunately for the out-of-state student, he was unable to recognize the adverse effects to property owners if the amendment fails. Big State property owners will face grave turmoil because property, according to a court ruling, will be evaluated at 100 percent resulting in higher taxes.

For the two students, and many undecided voters, the debate at the John F. Kennedy Forum clearly made it evident that the Classification Amendment or other issues would be decided in the next legislative session.

The debate opened, wasted no time getting to the point. Rather than an introductory greeting, Hatch immediately attacked King's record at Massport. "Ed King ran Massport with arrogance and insensitivity.

No other issue was debated — there was no talk of the highly critical Classification Amendment, no discussion of such issues as abortion, the death penalty, or even plans to improve the state economy. Instead each candidate tangled with their tax-cutting proposals in a semi-circus atmosphere. Used more than facts, they condemned each other's records with verbal assaults as potent as punches from an All-Sprint fight.

When moderator Victor Palmieri set down the rules before the debate, both candidates appeared anxious. A stern faced Hatch stared intently while an eyeglassed King sipped water and reviewed his opening notes.

Hatch, who won the toss before the debate opened, wasted no time getting to the point. Rather than an introductory greeting, Hatch immediately attacked King's record at Massport. "Ed King ran Massport with arrogance and insensitivity to the problems of the people. He ran it with a credit card for the boys in one hand and the other hand on the throttle of a bulldozer," remarked Hatch.

Of course it was not enough for Hatch to stop off the media's investigations of King, so Hatch indulged in his 18 year record as a legislator and introduced his tax plan to cut both local and state taxes. But Hatch's proposition to cap local spending is expected to anger unions and school boards since it calls for the termination of funding arbitration by municipal unions and the repeal of fiscal autonomy for school boards.

In his opening, King reciprocated by attacking Hatch and his "unfairness" in dealings with taxes and crime. "I am a Democrat. I care about people whose homes are endangered by taxes, whose lives are endangered by crimes and whose livelihood endangered by the prospects of unemployment," proclaimed King.

To a few people familiar with King, it seemed ironical that King would now protect homes in East Boston more than 10 years ago, were threatened by his airport expansion proposals.

Hatch told the panel of journalists at the debate that King never regretted any of the things he did while at Massport because they were in the name of progress. If King is elected, environmentalists should take notice of his "progressive" plans for off shore drilling, sewage containers, and see DEBATE page 16

WEIRDOS AND BARGAINS make flea markets an unusual place

by Maureen Norton

Two dollars for a box of 100 cigarettes can be seen the most eccentric, unusual, and hilarious characters in the Revere Drive-In Flea Market. Whether on the prowl for true bargains or one-of-a-kind weirdos, the flea market is the place to be on one of those dreary, long Sundays when you have nothing to do and need a few laughs to brighten your day.

A dusty old black house overlaid with junk made its way through long lines at the flea market. Its driver, a woman of approximately 40, seemed anxious to start selling off some of her merchandise.

Anna Marino, driver of the out-dated house remarked, "I come over to sell merchandise once a month. I usually make no more than $25 yet enjoy what little business I can get." Mrs. Marino hastily added, "The little extra cash never hurts."

Revere's Flea Market is mobbed by 9 a.m. every Sunday. People from all walks of the state come to find unbeatable bargains and hope to get rid of their wares.

There are $5 cents to enter the crazy world of bargaining, cars pay $1, and vendors pay $2 for a booth with filling papers, and any possible stall. Eating a pot-luck might desire. Robert Hilliard, on the top of the booth, shouted breezily, "If there's not enough kids coming over I'd make no money. Come to think of it, I... I see no money anyway."

Another grimy young man in his early twenties sat on his station wagon towards the back of the line. He commented, "I come over to sell books and antiques every Sunday. People usually come to sell while I just came to see what there was to be sold and not caring to find out."

Two even shabbier men had three tables set up full of breakfast cereals. Many mothers stocked up as the sellers requested low prices for their stock.

The sellers are friendly to each other, swapping merchandise and seem to trust their market neighbors. One man, who needed change for a $10 bill yelled to his neighbor, "Hey, gimme a few dimes and a nickel to make it."

The other seller immediately surrendered a bunch of ones to the new acquaintance, knowing he would be repaid before the day was out.

The chatter and friendliness makes the flea market a pleasant place to go. People make new friends and bump into old ones. The coldness and silent feel on the streets is left behind. Everyone feels kind and compassionate towards one another in the atmosphere of the flea market.

An old lady struggled by with a big heap on the table. People walking by looked at them strangely, not knowing what he was trying to sell and not caring to find out.

"Insulting or debating? Hatch, King 'tax' each other, instead of issues"

10 on front page

Potent punches — the debate between Republicans Frank Hatch (right) and Democrat Edward King (left) turned into a battle between these two gubernatorial candidates.

Dear Mr. Marino,

The following are some comments that might be helpful to you in your Flea Market venture.

Weirdos and bargains make flea markets an unusual place. Conditions are such that the vendor must be flexible and willing to take the kinds of items that are brought to the market. The vendors pay $7 for a booth.

Changes for a $10 bill yelled to his neighbor, "Hey, gimme a few dimes and a nickel to make it."

The other seller immediately surrendered a bunch of ones to the new acquaintance, knowing he would be repaid before the day was out.

"The little extra cash never hurts."

Prices range from 5 cents to 50 or 60 dollars. All used items are very cheap, especially if sold by women. Some of the most expensive items are sold by middle-aged women. The average price is usually a little expensive.

Flea-markets are held at other drive-ins such as the Squire Inn in Duxbury and The Plaza Twin in Braintree. Revere drive-in is held every Sunday. The others though, if you are in search of early Christmas presents, wrapping paper, cards, or Revere, is the place to be. Go down the crowds, plan to get there by 8 or 9 a.m. By 10 a.m. traffic is backed up for miles and parking can be a problem.

Even if you do not want to buy anything, for 50 cents you can see some unforgettable sights and weird merchandise you will never forget.

Mr. Marino

As Harvard students discussed political affairs, they believed that the Classification Amendment was too complex to be a clear cut choice between two contending fiscal conservatives.
**His clarity, sincerity, is quite a rarity**

by Andrea Grilli

In today's society, where indifferent and unprincipled people abound, it can be refreshing to meet someone who is easily seen in contrast: young, sincere, and very much involved in what's going on around him.

Clee is a volunteer assistant chaplain at the Museum School in Boston. He has been involved with the school for 30 years and is currently working on a new building project.

By Andrea Grilli

Clee grew up in the Southern part of the United States, then moved to Brooklyn, New York. After high school he moved to Harlem and lived there for 10 years before coming to Boston. For two of those years, he was a business analyst for Durm and Bradistreet, where he worked as a crypto-telotype operator handling classified information.

Clee also lets the prisoners talk about whatever they want to talk about. He believes this can be a "healthy release." He encourages even though they are in a Christian Science program. "Next to a high temperature, hard work, and radiation and reassembled haphazardly, that she has seen all of the universe from the 30th, and on the 21st, both plante and animals began to move from water to land. Those organisms to which they could use oxygen were the first to survive, animals slowly migrated to the land. Those organisms to which they could use oxygen were the first to survive, animals slowly migrated to the land.

"We owe a lot to them," says Margulis. "They are the base of our understanding, and everything we have ever done has been based on what we have learned from them."

Another device he used effectively is emotional facial expressions to encourage quite often, feelings of joy, hope, sadness, or suffering. Through his active movements and gestures he makes his poems come alive for the whole audience. He is just completing a book of poems, which is coming out next month entitled Thirty Threes in a Pond. "It has been in the making for 12 years and I finally got it together," one of the manuscripts has already appeared in publication in the US and abroad.

During the summit meeting, Clee recites his poems and creates a lot of movies. "We're both science buffs," he grins. "The world I see through Aaron is the world I want my poems to come alive for the whole audience."

He is not looking toward a degree in elementary education. His decision to be a teacher stems from his love of children and his desire to help them believe in themselves and relate to others. His interest in children goes back to the 1960s, when he taught Sunday school to first and second graders at the Church of Christ, the main Christian Science Church.

"I think my responsibility is to teach students "that the only way to be successful as a person is to be able to get beyond their immediate limitations," he says. "I get them to trust their own ability to get beyond their fears." He wants to encourage them to "grow beyond their limitations, as long as they are not injurious to themselves and others." He feels that "kids need honest, straight-forward images in the classrooms," and teachers have "a tremendous responsibility to tell it like it is" to their students.

Along with all these activities he also gives recitals of his poems. Clee took part in the Poetry at the Plaza series given at the Government Center by Mayor White's Cultural Affairs Office as a part of Summertime. His next reading is at the Newbury Book Gallery on Newbury Street, Boston, on Tuesday, Nov. 7, at 8 p.m.

When Clee recites his poems he also acts them out. To emphasize a certain word he will use a specific gesture such as pointing out his hands, palms up, to represent giving or sharing. Another device he used effectively is emotional facial expressions to encourage quite often, feelings of joy, hope, sadness, or suffering. Through his active movements and gestures he makes his poems come alive for the whole audience. He is just completing a book of poems, which is coming out next month entitled Thirty Threes in a Pond. "It has been in the making for 12 years and I finally got it together," one of the manuscripts has already appeared in publication in the US and abroad.

During the summit meeting, Clee recites his poems and creates a lot of movies. "We're both science buffs," he grins. "The world I see through Aaron is the world I want my poems to come alive for the whole audience."

He is not looking toward a degree in elementary education. His decision to be a teacher stems from his love of children and his desire to help them believe in themselves and relate to others. His interest in children goes back to the 1960s, when he taught Sunday school to first and second graders at the Church of Christ, the main Christian Science Church.

"I think my responsibility is to teach students "that the only way to be successful as a person is to be able to get beyond their immediate limitations," he says. "I get them to trust their own ability to get beyond their fears." He wants to encourage them to "grow beyond their limitations, as long as they are not injurious to themselves and others." He feels that "kids need honest, straight-forward images in the classrooms," and teachers have "a tremendous responsibility to tell it like it is" to their students.

Along with all these activities he also gives recitals of his poems. Clee took part in the Poetry at the Plaza series given at the Government Center by Mayor White's Cultural Affairs Office as a part of Summertime. His next reading is at the Newbury Book Gallery on Newbury Street, Boston, on Tuesday, Nov. 7, at 8 p.m.

When Clee recites his poems he also acts them out. To emphasize a certain word he will use a specific gesture such as pointing out his hands, palms up, to represent giving or sharing. Another device he used effectively is emotional facial expressions to encourage quite often, feelings of joy, hope, sadness, or suffering. Through his active movements and gestures he makes his poems come alive for the whole audience. He is just completing a book of poems, which is coming out next month entitled Thirty Threes in a Pond. "It has been in the making for 12 years and I finally got it together," one of the manuscripts has already appeared in publication in the US and abroad.
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Bones win fifth consecutive, 20-6

by Bob DiBella

During the pre-game pop talk, an old football coach once chanted to his wide-eyed and underdogged squad, "If you play like you cannot be denied, you will not be denied." His team then went on to upset and shut out an undefeated foe.

APO's Nel Honig climbed one of the mounds in the end zone at the Charliebank Field. Over his head, he held the ball he had just grabbed from a Bone defender. He began to dance and then ran down the mound and leaped into the arms of his quarterback Joe Guirleo. It was Pete Ruggeri's end zone jump, but it started the daisy chain reaction that has APO fans pinching themselves in glee for another consecutive win.

APO had scored their first touchdown of the intannual season, and they did it against the undefeated Bones. APO lost to the undefeated Bones 20-6, scoring against the number one team in the league, a group of players who have been together for four years, was something a losing ball club does not ordinarily do. "It was worth the trip down here," said Bob Keane.

The game was won at the line of scrimmage. There were not many sacks, but the Bones' Bill Young, George Patterson, and Bob Keane, broke through and ran around the APO offensive linemen often enough to make APO quarterbacks Guirleo and Jerry Ernst forego the pass and forced them to scramble.

The Bones did not have that trouble for their linemen were quick enough to pop and stay with their blocks, giving quarterback Steve Kelly plenty of time to find his receivers, usually Rick Scanzo and Paul Casey.

The Bones played smartly. They changed the pace of their offense with short passes but could not get far beyond 10 yards which set up a classic reverse pass, Patterson coming behind Kelly, taking the ball and throwing 28 yards to Scanzo. The conversion was good: Bones 14, APO 0.

After the kickoff, along with the expected short passes came something unexpected. APO got the first down, and after a few dropped passes and broken plays, Guirleo threw a 66-yard bomb to Honig who leaped over Patterson, tipped the ball towards himself and threw his arms around it. The conversion failed, but a half game became a full game, and not a marking on a schedule.

After stopping the Bones offense, APO began to drive. They had momentum, because they had just scored, and after a valley ball tip downfield, Casey intercepted and the Bones got ready to push the pace out of reach. Kelly threw to Young, who drew a yard into the dirt and came up with the ball — the play a Bone receiver usually makes.

APO did not quit. They Go trickled, scrambled, and passed but to no avail. It was not a rout even though the score was 20-6. It was like Penn State beating Army, for that is what APO resembled, a bunch of tough recruits against a well formed baseball.

APO offside penalty, Kelly threw 40 yards to Rick Scanzo, looking over his shoulder to haul in the pass. After he extricated two APO defenders, A penalty nullified the conversion attempt. The skeleton begins to form. Bones 6, APO 0.

Another series of line battles and incomplete passes sets up the next APO drive. The Bones were applying pressure but APO was not finding.

Kelly studies the football, shakes his head, and looks like he is counting its stitches as he 60 yard punt. The Kremlin who dropped the ball on the goal line. APO moved to midfield on Guirleo's short passes but did not get any further.

Another APO punt, another Bone touchdown. Bob Keane caught a short pass from Kelly, and would not stop running, twisting, and changing directions for 15 yards which set up a classic reverse pass, Patterson coming behind Kelly, taking the ball and throwing 25 yards to Scanzo. The conversion was good: Bones 14, APO 0.

APO's Jerry Ernst (far right).
Golden era of sports' omits old values

by Joe Flaherty

Boston-based sports attorney Bob Woolf took time off from his legal chores last week to address the Black Athlete Sponsorship Association by the Suffolk Law Forum. He found that he only audience that the field for players-agents is highly competitive in this the "golden era of sports.”

On and off were Medford runner David McCredie, who tried to coast for the Jiminy Fund this summer under the name Tony Penazichi, Jim Rice’s agent.

"Today’s athletes are concerned with their families," said Courchesne, "and their wives or husbands find that they have to have a change in economics in sports." The players now are staking upon profits and this has resulted in, players-agents, free agent systems, better pension plans, more personal appearances and commercialism.

The 50-year-old Woolf, who was born in Portland, Maine and graduated from Boston Latin High school before receiving his A.B. degree from Boston College (attended on an athletic scholarship) and his A.B. degree from Boston College after his undergraduate work, spent 10 years with the Boston Celtics where he held the title of assistant general manager. He also attended Suffolk University Law School for awhile, but decided to go into the Air Force, where he became a computer expert. After his discharge he came back to Suffolk and was offered a job administrating and teaching computer science. That was three years ago, and he has been teaching ever since. "I love Suffolk, and I consider myself to be a teacher for life," he says.

When Courchesne went to college, he found that he couldn’t keep up with some of the skiers in the alpine events, so he decided to specialize in the Nordic events. His four years of alpine racing in high school did not go well, however. He found that he was not a competitive skier in the cross-country events. "My strengths were in my uphill and downhill," he explained. "I was in excellent physical condition, and because I had been a good alpine skier, I wasn’t afraid to go down the hills faster than the other cross-country skiers.

A year after his Olympic tryout, Courchesne graduated from St. Michaels College with a degree in Economics. He was also an Air Force ROTC graduate. He then attended Suffolk University Law School for awhile, but decided to go into the Air Force, where he became a computer expert. After his discharge he came back to Suffolk and was offered a job administrating and teaching computer science. That was three years ago, and he has been teaching ever since. "I love Suffolk, and I consider myself to be a teacher for life," he says.

Sports Quiz

by Joe Coughlin

1. In 1973 the Boston Bruins traded Garnet "Ace" Bailey to Detroit. Who was to blame in this trade?
   A) Dallas Smith
   B) Cary Doak
   C) Beliveau
   D) Jacques Plante

2. Which team eliminated the Boston Bruins from the 1971 Play-offs?
   A) Chicago
   B) New York Rangers
   C) Houston
   D) Philadelphia

3. What does the Frank Calder Memorial Trophy represent?
   A) Sportsmanship
   B) Outstanding Rookie
   C) Most Valuable Player
   D) Outstanding Defenseman

4. How many current Bruins made first team All Star in the 1971-72 season?
   A) Three
   B) Two
   C) One
   D) None

5. When was the first NHL season?
   A) 1914
   B) 1921-1922
   C) 1923-1924
   D) 1926-1927

6. How many times was Bill Russell M.V.P.?
   A) Five
   B) Six
   C) Four
   D) Three

7. Which Boston Celtics won the foil shooting title seven times?
   A) Bob Cousy
   B) John Havlicek
   C) Joa White
   D) Bill Sharman

8. In the 1961-1962 season Bill Chamberlain had an incredible season average. What was it?
   A) 43.6
   B) 50.0
   C) 41.8
   D) 42.3

9. Who was the last basketball player to win Rookie of the Year Award and M.V.P. in the same season?
   A) Dave Cowens
   B) Wes Unseld
   C) Rick Smith
   D) Wilt Chamberlain

10. Who eliminated the Boston Celtics in the 1975 Play-offs?
    A) Portland
    B) Philadelphia
    C) New York
    D) Portland

ANSWERS:

Beacon Hill the only slope for Prof. Woolf

by Jay Bowsworth

The seasonal holding a pre-season practice in the Cambridge YMCA. On this day, things aren’t going particularly well. A back-door pass goes astray and sails out of bounds.

In the stands, a lone, mysterious figure chuckles with delight. With a flashing feeling in the pit of my stomach I move closer. My worst fears are confirmed. It is him — Fan Apathy — back to haunt the field for player-agents is highly competitive in this the "golden era of sports.”

"Why do you pick on us season after season?" I asked. "Gotten rid of me? Are you kidding?" thought we had gotten rid of you for last couple of years. I’m just not as popular as I used to be. The apathy business has been going steadily downhill for the last few years."

"To tell you the truth, Suffolk is my last hope." He went on, "I’m planning to seduce my strength here over the winter. I can go out and face the world bright and fresh next spring. If I don’t succeed here, I might as well pack out to the small community of small in New York, Florida."

"Do you think you can make Suffolk, as your last chance for success?" I asked. "I’m just going with the percentages. These people have always come through for me in the past. Plus, it looks to be a pretty easy winter for me. Basketball won’t be any problem this year now that Pat Ryan is gone."

"Even without Ryan the Rams will still have a tough team. Donovan Little is back. Bob Mello will be back with a healthy knee. There is also a new crop of freshmen and transfers to add to the squad. We should be as strong as last year’s team, maybe stronger."

"They are just idle rumors. They haven’t proven anything yet. Give them more time, they’ll do it yet."

Just then Mike Jamed dive into the see APATHY page 14

Can athletes out hustle Fan Apathy?

by Jay Bowsworth

Recently, the NBA has been losing some of its previous appeal. One reason for this is that the players are not as famous as in the past. Many fans have given up on supporting the sport because they feel that the players are not as exciting. However, there are still many fans who believe that the NBA is a fun and exciting sport. In this article, we will explore some of the reasons why the NBA is still popular.

First, the NBA has a long history. The league was founded in 1946 and has been growing ever since. This long tradition has helped to create a strong sense of identity among NBA fans. In addition, the NBA has always been able to attract top talent from around the world. As a result, the league has been able to maintain a high level of quality in its games.

Second, the NBA has a strong sense of community. The league is known for its tradition of supporting charities and giving back to the community. This sense of community has helped to create a strong bond between fans and players. In addition, the NBA has always been able to attract top talent from around the world. As a result, the league has been able to maintain a high level of quality in its games.

Finally, the NBA has a strong sense of tradition. The league has always been known for its strong tradition of playing hard and competitive. This has helped to create a strong sense of rivalry among teams and fans. In addition, the NBA has always been able to attract top talent from around the world. As a result, the league has been able to maintain a high level of quality in its games.

In conclusion, the NBA is still a popular sport for many fans. The league has a long history, a strong sense of community, and a strong sense of tradition. As a result, the NBA is still a popular sport for many fans. If you are a fan of the NBA, then you should continue to support the league and enjoy the games. If you are not a fan of the NBA, then you should try to give the league a chance and see if you don't like it. 
Midnight Express, Directed by Alan Parker. Written by Oliver Stone. Starring Brad Davis, Randy Quaid, and John Hurt. Starrin~Bjorn Petter Reade and Anke Sancier. Opens Nov. 8

by Debbie Bandga

Midnight Express is a stark portrayal of a reality so intense and horrible that you will be treated to your seat with your heart pounding and your mind reeling. This is the story of Billy Hayes, an American college student who was caught smuggling two kilos of hashish out of Turkey in 1970. In a time when U.S. and Turkish relations were far from stable, Hayes' gambit cost him five years of freedom and a temporary loss of his sanity. And with all factors considered, he is lucky to get out of Turkey alive.

Hayes' ordeal started at Yelkoy International Airport in Istanbul where he was caught by customs officials. He was taken into custody and questioned. All his personal possessions were carelessly and needlessly destroyed. Before a hearing or trial of any sort had taken place, he was assigned to the notorious Sgarlaklar prison, and was immediately given a taste of prison life. Here, the inmates are brutalized and tortured. Hayes was strung up by his ankles and beaten with a stick.

Hayes was sentenced to four and a half years in prison for possession of drugs. His parents and the American consul tried almost everything possible to get him out, legal appeals, visits, as well as a pay-off and a jumping scheme, but to no avail. He stays at Sgarlaklar, and learns how to survive in prison society. He makes friends, and tries to steer clear of enemies, but he learns quickly that even the most innocent action can bring on brutal repercussions.

With 58 days left to his original sentence, a Turkish court changed Hayes' conviction from possession to smuggling, thus it came an additional 30 years in jail.

Hayes knew he could not survive Sgarlaklar with his life, and since all legal routes were now closed, he realized his only way out was via the Midnight Express — prison baggage for "escape." Midnight Express is not so much the story of Hayes' escape as it is the story of his life in prison. Director Alan Parker takes Oliver Stone's script and paints a vivid picture of life in a Turkish prison. Filmed on location in Malta, there is a strange irony in the horrible conditions of the prison set against scenes of beautiful sunsets silhouetting ancient mosques.

Brad Davis is brilliant as Billy Hayes. His portrayal of a young man driven from fear to despair to madness, over the brink and almost to the point of no return, definitely deserves an Oscar. This is Davis' first feature film, and his performance will surely pave the way for many more.

The supporting cast is equally impressive. Randy Quaid as Jimmy, and John Hurt as Max, skillfully convey what life is like to those in the prison. Paul Smith as Hamidou, and Paolo Bonacelli as Rifki, are quintessentially evil in their role. Their characters are distasteful and disgusting; such poor excuses for human beings deserve Hayes' equally disgusting methods of dealing with them.

Midnight Express is not a movie for the squeamish. Besides its bloody, violent scenes, there is a segment on open homosexuality that will offend many people. Yet in its context, it is more sad and pitiful than obscene and revolting.

Midnight Express is a must see movie, if one can handle its excesses. It is a sad reflection of politics and society, made more horrifying by its contemporary connotations. It is emotionally draining and leaves one in a state of shock. It also leaves a heightened appreciation of the simple things in life, for the pleasures that have no place in a Turkish prison, except in the minds of its captives like Billy Hayes.

Midnight Express is one of the most powerful films in recent years. It has to be seen, for no one could have dreamed such a nightmare.

(The first of a two-part series.)

JANE FONDA in a scene from "Comes A Horseman.

Slack in the saddle


by Jeff Putnam

The problem with Comes A Horseman is that although screen-writer Dennis Lynton Clark has come up with some fairly imaginative things to say, he doesn't let any of the actors say them.

Instead, he prefers to put his ideas across by means of implication and symbolism. The symbolism is poorly disguised. The movie begins with the dressing of a calypso, symbolizing the decline of the Old West.

From there the movie drags on becoming the standard (cow) boy-meets-girl love affair between Jane Fonda and James Caan. A struggle between the two and greedy land baron Jason Robards is thrown in to make the movie interesting, but he doesn't.

Movies

Clark attempts to show the decline of the Old West (cattle, cow boys, gas lanterns) and the rise of the New (oil, automobiles, airplanes) by detailing the conflict between the tandem of Frank (Caan) and Jim (Robards) (Robards is trying to take over. Ewing, in turn, is having trouble of his own with oil executive Neil Atkinson (George Grizzard).

In the predictable denouement, Ewing disposed of Atkinson, and apparently has Frank and Ewing in his sights also, but he miraculously (and expectedly) escape in the nick of time and manages to kill Ewing and his two henchmen.

Caan is still looking for a decent role to supplement his portrayal of Sonny Corleone in "The Godfather." His attempts at cowboys ("Another Man, Another Chance" and "Comes A Horseman") have both been unsuccessful.

Fonda, who has reached 40, must realize that her leading lady days are coming to a close, because she is making as many movies as she can. It appears that, like Ewing, she is unsure of her place in the movie.

Meanwhile, Robards fulfills his role by casting evil glances at anyone who crosses his path; he usually winds up killing those poor souls. He is given very few pieces of important dialogue.

Yet the actors are not to blame. Clark gives them nothing better to do. The real star of the movie is the breathtaking Montana scenery. Chetanath Binger, Gordon Willis makes the picture almost bearable. His camerawork is consistently

see HORSEMAN page 14
Yes, Tommy. Atlantic Records.

Happy the Man, Crafty Hands. Arista Records.

by Frank Conte

Over the last two years critics and listeners alike have begun to despair of progressive rock music in favor of punk or pop and to some extent this attitude is correct. They have opted for Tom Petty or Elvis Costello because most progressive bands have failed to be progressive.

Although the genre thrived during the early 1970s it has come to a standstill lately. Emerson, Lake and Palmer are nothing but a collection of aging hippies who can, given the right conditions, produce. Yes have surmounted to a Top 10 album with a single hit that contains a muddled work which is a muddled work which does not lose itself in such a function.

"Arriving UFO" sounds much like an early Yes because of its melodic sophistication. Although there is no outstanding central figure in this song Whitaker's guitar lines stand out among the band's instrumentation. "Steaming Pips" is an intense flowering piece building itself up to a crescendo until Whitaker's bedrock guitar merely "Wind Up Doll Day Wind," featuring the album's only word, is immersed in surrealistic imagery, the song slips from a
much Pakula's fault as it is Clark's; the unemotional Fonda and Caan even manages to coax a poor performance from his equine and bovine performers. A sneer or a glare can take the place of acting.

His heavy-handed direction stifles any talent the American Cancer Society has in store for the film's ambiguous hero. ("The President's Men") seems to think that a bucking bronco is as docile as a cat trying to shake a flea, and a cattle stampede that he cannot control. Apathy jumps to his feet screaming. "What's the matter, F.A.? Losing your touch?"

"Florida's looking better all the time," Apathy just now notices that, since the Smoothies came to town, the Rams have won every game. "You think you're pretty smart right now, don't you? Go ahead, kick me while I'm down."

Apathy's pride has been hurt. "It's been too easy playing the Rams."

"What's the matter, Apathy? Losing your touch?"

"You think you're pretty smart right now, don't you? Go ahead, kick me while I'm down."

"What's the matter, F.A.? Losing your touch?"

"You think you're pretty smart right now, don't you? Go ahead, kick me while I'm down."

Apathy's pride has been hurt. "It's been too easy playing the Rams."

"What's the matter, Apathy? Losing your touch?"

"You think you're pretty smart right now, don't you? Go ahead, kick me while I'm down."
... Woolf continued from page 11 turned down a million dollar contract by one of the Japanese teams in 1974 he told Woolf, his attorney, that 'Tom Yawkey was not to know that he had been offered the contract. Yaw did not want Yawkey to know he had even considered playing elsewhere.'

Another facet of the player agent's role that Woolf discussed was the end of an athlete's career. "I can prepare an athlete emotionally. The switch economically when it's over but I can't prepare him emotionally."

At the end of the forum Woolf was presented with plaques from Suffolk University Law School Assistant Dean Herbert Leshman and Ms. Patricia Long, former Law Student Division Delegate to the A.B.A. House of Delegates, for his contributions to the field of sports representation and his recent appointment as head of the Sports Division to the American Bar Association's Forum Committee on the Entertainment and Sports Industry.

Wish the Class of '79 good luck and say good-bye to your friends. Be a patron for the 1979 Beacon Yearbook. If you want to be a patron, please fill out this form and return it with $2 to the Beacon office (RL9) or place it in the Beacon Yearbook mail box located in the Student Activities Office (RL5).

I would like to be a patron for the 1979 Beacon Yearbook.
Name ____________
enclosed is my $2.

Student Government Association

THE NUTCRACKER SUITE
We are offering tickets for this ballet at discount prices ($8 TICKETS FOR $6) for the night of Dec. 8. Tickets will go on sale Nov. 3 at the Rathskellar. After that tickets will be available from 12-1 p.m. on Nov. 7-9 in RL8.

Co-sponsored by the SGA Program Committee and the Alumni Association

STUDENT RALLY
LET'S STAND TOGETHER FOR OUR RIGHTS!!!
* Access to Board of Trustees
* Student Representative on Board of Trustees
* Student Input for Ashburton Building Space
* Athletics and Student Activities Space
* Reinstatement
* Scholarships for Student Leaders

Fri., Nov. 3, at 2 p.m. on Temple Mall.
Sponsored by Student Government Association and Council of Presidents

RATHSKELLAR
Fri., Nov. 3
3-7 p.m.
Cafeteria
Featuring: Disco Rat with Light Show and Special Effects
BEER AND WINE
ONLY 50¢

SGA FILM COMMITTEE COMING
ATTR ACTIONS
TODAY
See The Sentinel
Thurs. Nov. 9 — Ladies and Gentlemen: The Rolling Stones
All shows are FREE and start at 1 p.m. in the Auditorium.

NEXT SGA MEETING — Nov. 7 at 1:00 in RL3.
... debate

continued from page 8

nuclear power plants, which he reiterated that night.

The opening statement maintained King's logic. "Frank Hatch is a Republican. He offers no real plans for cutting taxes, nothing at all about improving the crime situation or increasing jobs." Throughout the debate King reiterated the notion that he represents the mainstream and criticized Hatch's inability to understand "the real problems of ordinary people."

Because of his inability to give a specific tax saving, Hatch was persistently pressed by King and panel journalists William Harrington of WCVB-TV, Susan Wornick of WBZ-TV, and Glenn Briere of the Springfield Union. "There is no way at this time that I can give an accurate figure of what property taxpayers can receive and anybody who tells you that isn't telling the truth," replied Hatch, who later reaffirmed at King's proposed $500 million tax cut.

The opening statement maintained King's logic. "Frank Hatch is a Republican. He offers no real plans for cutting taxes, nothing at all about improving the crime situation or increasing jobs." Throughout the debate King reiterated the notion that he represents the mainstream and criticized Hatch's inability to understand "the real problems of ordinary people."

Hatch was persistently pressed by King and panel journalists William Harrington of WCVB-TV, Susan Wornick of WBZ-TV, and Glenn Briere of the Springfield Union. "There is no way at this time that I can give an accurate figure of what property taxpayers can receive and anybody who tells you that isn't telling the truth," replied Hatch, who later reaffirmed at King's proposed $500 million tax cut.

But the scant display of wit, laughter, and histrionics made the King-Hatch debate seem like a wild session of British Parliament. Upon the first opportunity the audience broke the moderator's rule for silence. Throughout the debate if there were cheers and jeers for both King and Hatch there were also some for the panel of journalists, whose poor performance received its share of the audience's contempt. Both candidates were victims of the panel's incompatability.

Later in the debate when Hatch was interrupted by Wornick, he asked her if she "would be so kind as to listen closely." The remark earned Hatch a hearty cheer. Minutes later she faltered again and pushed a question aimed for King, this time King was the beneficiary of the applause, asking her to be "more specific." All the members

A page of a document is shown with text in English. The text is discussing the problems of taxes and the debate between King and Hatch. The text also mentions that Hatch failed to give a specific tax cut figure and was criticized for his lack of plans for improving the crime situation or increasing jobs.
Huge throng turns out for rally

SGA: gathering successful

by Maria Girvin

About 600 students participated in last Friday's student rally in support of Student Government Association demands calling for the return of what the SGA deems as student rights. The rally was termed a success by SGA President Thomas Elias and Senior Class Vice President Gerard Lamb. The hour-long rally stressed a need for student input on Suffolk's Board of Trustees, increased space for student activities and athletics, and the reinstatement of automatic scholarships for student leaders. Also, a plea was made to students by Lamb for student unity and support of a student march upon the board meeting at the Union Club on Park Street, planned for tomorrow.

Protests to resume at trustees’ meeting

by Alice Whooley

Suffolk students and some faculty will picket tomorrow's Board of Trustee meeting at the Union Club on 8 Park St. to protest the board's closed-door policy to students. The march was announced at a student rally on Temple Mall last Friday. Students were asked to gather on the Mall at 4 p.m. and march to the meeting which begins at 5 p.m. They are also asked to bring their own paper bag suppers. Student Government Association President Thomas Elias, SGA Vice President William Sutherland, Senior Class Vice President Gerard Lamb and Council of Presidents Chairwoman Anne Clark spoke at the rally, protesting the board's policies toward students.

Lamb suggested to the students at the rally, "That we all meet here (Temple Mall) the place where we demanded our liberty, and we form a picket march to the Board of Trustee meeting. We are going to show them that this is not a one day or a one week thing." Lamb stated that tomorrow's march was important enough for students to change their work schedules. "Call in sick on Wednesday, I'm cancelling work that day," he said.

The decision to picket the trustee meeting occurred at a special SGA meeting which was held on Sunday Oct. 29. Lamb said, "The SGA voted unanimously to see MEETING page 3"
Rally fever heats up students, faculty and issues

by Ed Coletta

Chants of "Picket," "Ball Shit," and "Picket Bull Shit" echoed off the brick walls along Temple Mall last Friday afternoon. Rebellion was in the cool autumn air, carried by the heated speeches of student leaders protesting the board of trustees handling of student issues.

A view of the faculty members who attended the rally stated they supported the rally, but urged the two sides to work together to solve the student problems.

"The trustees can't ignore this large gathering," said History Department Chairman John Cavanaugh at the end of the rally, "I'm hopeful of a compromise settlement between the students and the trustees," he added that the rally will show that the students care, and that the dialogue and patience both sides can have a better life at Suffolk.

The rally was attended by Student Government Association (SGA) President Bill Jestings of the Phi Alpha Tau fraternity, and to have open channels of communication at the Board of Trustees meeting the next day at the Union Club. The students hired the student demand football at the rally, and many feel that the next move is up to the trustees.

"The trustees have the ball now," said one student, "and whatever happens depends on what they decide to do with it."

About 600 students and faculty members attended the rally to support the SGA's demand that the Student Government Association demands from the trustees: a representative on the board, increased student和完善 athletic space in the Ashburton building, and the right to return of out-of-town scholarships for student leaders.

"I've never seen a rally like this before at Suffolk," said retired history professor Edward G. Hartmann, who has taught at Suffolk for 30 years. "Very unlikely to see a rally like this again," he said.

"It's our tuition that is footing the bills," said Lins of Gamma Sigma sorority. "We want anything moved to the Ashburton building because the students need the space."

A junior history major agreed that the Board of Trustees of other schools, and to have a greater life at Suffolk, "I think it's (the athletic facilities) bad," he said, "and this rally shows that the students want to become active and involved."

SLIGHTLY PROFESSOR, Alberto Mendez, believes in a compromise and a communication between the two parties.

issues are minor compared to expansion." Many of the students at the rally felt that student unity will show the trustees they are tired of being ignored when decisions that directly affect them are made.

All of the students and the administration are fighting for what they believe as right," commented Spanish Professor Albert Mendez. "I believe that the students are finally showing a degree of interest."

"A junior history major agreed that the Board of Trustees of other schools, and to have a better life at Suffolk," said Lins of Gamma Sigma sorority. "We want anything moved to the Ashburton building because the students need the space."

A junior history major agreed that the Board of Trustees of other schools, and to have a greater life at Suffolk, "I think it's (the athletic facilities) bad," he said, "and this rally shows that the students want to become active and involved."

Nelson, Walsh, Guilbert unanomunous; gym would be tremendous benefit

by Joe Wilson

"You gotta believe," a saying made famous by ex-New York Mets' pitcher Tug McGraw after the Mets had won the World Series, is an apt expression when speaking about the possibility of putting athletic facilities in the top four floors of Suffolk's recently purchased Ashburton building.

Student Government Association (SGA) President William Sutherland had made the issue perfectly clear when he believed out attendees at last Friday's rally. "Do you want a gym in the Ashburton building?" and the students responded with a resounding "YES!"

The students' cry for a gymnasium is not unwarranted. Suffolk University is practically the only major university in the state without its own home facilities. This is a fact the SGA wants to correct by putting a student on the Board of Trustees. Athletic Director and Men's Basketball Coach James Nelson, who was not at the rally, said at one practice, "I've ever seen a rally like this before at Suffolk.

"We've had intercollegiate athletes here at Suffolk since 1946," said Walsh, "and some effort or committee should be formed to try to get a gym in the Ashburton building through the alumni."

Women's Tennis Coach and Assistant Women's Basketball Coach Ann Guilbert was not at the rally due to conflicting schedules, but said that she is very high on a new facility.

She commented, "I am an unusual person. Thirty-two years ago it wasn't as difficult for the men to go to the Cambridge YMCA, but the women's athletic programs began five years ago. Plus, the times that we have practice are on weekdays such as Friday night from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Now we have to practice at different sites where we are practicing."

"I don't Chink I've ever seen a rally like this before at Suffolk, said retired history professor Edward G. Hartmann, who has taught at Suffolk for 30 years. "Very unlikely to see a rally like this again," he said.

"It's our tuition that is footing the bills," said Lins of Gamma Sigma sorority. "We want anything moved to the Ashburton building because the students need the space."

A junior history major agreed that the Board of Trustees of other schools, and to have a greater life at Suffolk, "I think it's (the athletic facilities) bad," he said, "and this rally shows that the students want to become active and involved."

Nelson commented, "I think it's (the athletic facilities) bad," he said, "and this rally shows that the students want to become active and involved."

South Suffolk Police officer Emery Haskell stated that the response at the rally was "great, and about time. She added the unity the students showed at the rally will make a difference. "We stopped them on the cal issue last year," she reminded all.

"The rally shows we're serious about our school and what the SGA is doing," explained Julie Minton of Gamma Sigma. "Because we should all of the rights the SGA is pushing for."

But there were some students at the rally who felt that the student cause was hopeless and would eventually end in failure.

"Everyone is just wasting their time here," said a sophomore who wished to remain anonymous. "The rally is not going to change a thing because no matter what, the trustees will decide what they want when they want."

Bill Jennings of the Alpha Phi Tau fraternity stated that getting the students together was one thing, but getting college president and Student Government Association demands on student demands was another thing. He echoed sentiments of former students like withholding tuition payments at the college because the students want a gymnasium.

"It's been a frustrating four years for the students," said Senior Donald Orcutt about the fight for recognition of student issues from the board. "But what else is new in this university?"

FULLY EQUIPPED was this Boston Mounted Police officer at the rally.

No security problems at rally

by John Terra

Despite the approximately 600 students that attended last week's rally, there were no security problems.

Besides the Suffolk Police, there were several Boston Mounted Police patrolling Temple Street. The Capital Police were also notified.

Suffolk Police officer Emery Haskell had anticipated no trouble at the rally. "It seems very low key," said Haskell. Haskell was present at 1975 rally. "I helped to disperse the crowd," remarked Haskell. "That rally took place during the housing problems, and Judge Arthur Garrity ordered that no groups could stage demonstrations."

Haskell sympathetic with the students.
**Politics: unsound bossman**

Vincent A. Fulmer, chairman of the Board of Trustees, has once again proven that he is narrow-minded and myopic, but a detriment to the students of Suffolk University.

Two weeks ago, Student Government Association President Thomas Elias sided with the students in their demand for more space in the crowded, brick-lined Temple Street Mall. The Suffolk Journal urges the Student Government to continue its campaign to help boost attendance. This procedure is adequate, for Fulmer. He can go to any audio-visual center in the country and change the current inadequate system? He feels this way because it is not adequate for his political purposes. Without students or the press to hold him accountable, Fulmer can manipulate the students.

But why does the chairman feel so strongly in favor of the current inadequate system? He feels this way because he is a money making operation. They do not care about you as a student; they are only concerned with students' feelings and the way he has handled the situation proves it. The only thing the chairman cares about is his own political power. The Journal has disregarded. This kind of political hogwash never occurs in this day and age. No one knows how many more trustees would have agreed to listen to Elias if they had a means to expose Fulmer's nasty political tactics. The trustees have no chance, because they are as much at Fulmer's mercy as are the students. A rather sad revelation in this day and age.

The Journal believes that more student trustees would have been present if the College Committee was a farce because the chairman of the College Committee is a farce because the student trustees would have been able to hear the chairman. This is the same kind of help that Delilah gave Sampson when she was playing his power hungry political games.

The pent-up frustration over rising tuition, no service, and Trustee Chairman Vincent A. Fulmer's denial of SGA President Thomas Elias' request to appear before the Board of Trustees has enhanced his political power greatly.

**Fighting power**

Friday's rally may mark a new beginning for student awareness at Suffolk University. There is a growing amount of alertness among the students toward administrative policies which affect the Suffolk student now and in the future. For an hour on a sunny Friday afternoon, student apathy took a back seat to student action.

The picket frustration and rising tuition, no service, scholarships for student leaders (all of whom were there Friday), no student representation in administrative decisions, and the going away for more space came to the surface on the creased, brick-lined Temple Street Mall in an expression of anger and unity. For this initial exhibition, the journal thanks the preparation of the Student Government Association and Council of Presidents. The presence of 600 students at the rally is also worth applause.

The students' fight is far from over, and this is where the problem currently lies. Unless there is a consistent and loud protest by most (if not the entire) student population, the picket frustration will remain unspoken, muffled by a wall of student apathy.

That is why the "Suffolkization" of 1975 failed. Although there was a large rally turnout, the overall protest failed. There was simply not enough student support after the rally.

Three years later, students are at the same stage — with more problems that must be overcome.

In his speech at Friday's rally, Senior Class Vice President Gerald Lamb alluded to Charles Dickens' legacy of Oliver Twist's famous, meek-hearted request, "Please sir, I want some more..." Lamb ignored the term "suffragette" in favor of "demanding" from the Board of Trustees. For a new beginning, Lamb and company have started off well, but there is more need in order to overcome the attitude of another legendary Dickens character which is deftly played by the Board of Trustees: Ebenezer Groove.

**BOW, KNAVE...** Board Chairman Vincent A. Fulmer's denial of SGA President Thomas Elias' request to appear before the Board of Trustees has enhanced his political power greatly.

**Editors' Notes**

1. The regular weekly issue of the Suffolk Journal will be at newstands throughout the university this Thursday, Nov. 9.
2. The Suffolk Journal is the official student newspaper of Suffolk University and the student voice of the Suffolk University administration and faculty
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Lamb: Resounding voice for the battle’s dawning

by Nina Gaeta

The student at the podium had his fists clenched as he spoke with anger in his voice. The temper and the mood of the estimated 600 students at Friday’s student rally were with the voice, listening for the system in which decisions are made by the Board Trustees.

“We have taken enough and now in the time to act,” demanded Gerald Lamb, senior class vice president and rally chairman. “Do we have to be like Oliver and his [the Board’s] family? Do we want to be mad as hell and we want some more?”, he asked.

Appropriately, Suffolk University is tired of asking for more. They are tired of asking the trustees to enlighten them and to provide facilities to better themselves athletically and academically. The rally, held on Temple Mall, should prove this point to the administration and the trustees.

“Do you think the rally made the hit we wanted it to,” said Lamb. He also stated that not everyone was asking for something to put their thoughts into words, because “they all knew something had to be done.”

Lamb continued that the introductions of the student’s problems and the voices of the students were not disguised to them. Then Lamb spoke a second time, noting the frustration he felt.

“I will give a brief history of Suffolk for the last ten years.”

Lamb proceeded to enlighten those who did not know the system of Suffolk’s administration, and angered those who already felt it.

The crowd reacted favorably to Lamb’s protests and the protests of the other speakers. Student Government Association President Thomas Elias, SGA Vice President William Sutherland, and Council of Presidents Chairwoman Ann Clark, but it was the emotion and honesty of Lamb that dispelled any doubts in the minds of the crowd, and caused some in attendance to raise their voices in protest.

Lamb gave the students symbols that they could identify with and understand. He stated that America’s freedom from British repression was surrendered at Suffolk, and that students freedom had just begun in the mall. He also emphasized that need for an athletic facility.

“We want students to have the right to know about the nine month delay that took place before (Vice President and Treasurer) freshman and Crusader X. Flannery finally told students about the abolition of automatic service scholarships, and they have the right to know the ‘red’ deception,” said Lamb.

The rally ran over an hour, and planned well as some students manned various spots surrounding the university, singing out and amusing the formation of the rally.

Details and favor of the weather was a key to a big student turnout, plus the fact that there was a rather good joy to the students who are aware. “If it’s raining, the board, everyone is ready for it,” said Lamb.

“(The rally) was also timed right. If we waited one more week, the meeting would be over, and we would have had to wait another month for the next meeting. If we had planned this a week earlier, it would have been too soon,” said Lamb.

During the rally, Lamb’s tone of voice, the anger, surprise, and scream made students believe that Paul Smith’s letter of support for the SGA’s fight for representation, and then of Smith’s subsequent reprimand by Chairman of the Board Trustees Vincent A. Fulmer in another letter. “And this is our Board of Trustees,” he added.

“We want to know why the administration can’t realize that our time is just as valuable as any one else,” said Lamb.

She then stated what she saw as a “shack of concern” by trustees in not realizing the pressures put upon student leaders in supporting a student activity and themselves at the same time, and that the automatic scholarship elimination has added to these problems.

“They seem to be limiting our students to proving alone,” said Lamb.

“The elimination of service scholarships affects everyone standing here as well as our current leaders.”

SGA President Thomas Elias gave additional information at the rally stating that students are afforded a total of two hours time, per year, before the College Commissions that is allotted between students and the Board of Trustees.

“If every student who pays $2,250 every year wants a student member on the Board of Trustees, then I’m sure we’ll get one and it’s up to everyone of us — together — to insist upon it and not let it end with this rally,” said Elias.

Elias told students that a survey would be conducted through the deans’ to find out student opinion on these issues. Result of the survey will be published at a later date.

Both Lamb and Elias felt the rally was a success.

“I think it went very well,” said Lamb. “We got the numbers now. Next we demand that the board listen to us.”

Elias stressed the importance of the referendum question. “This should be obvious proof to the trustees that we have concrete support from the students,” said Elias. In commenting on the proposals that will be submitted to the board, on the demand issue, Elias said, “We have an idea of what will go in the proposal, but we want to paint it. We’ll be at the Union Club requesting to be let in and listened to.”

Toward the end of the rally, a comparison was made between a Boston historical event during the American Revolution, the Boston Tea Party, and the current student demands at Suffolk. Then “trick or tea” bags were hung out throughout the crowd to emphasize the comparison.

FIGHT TO UNITE is the theme Student Government Association Vice President William Sutherland (left) and Presidents’ Council Chairwoman Ann Clark conveyed to the students at Friday’s rally.

Rally attracts hundreds on Temple Mall

continued from page 1

Students began gathering on Temple Street at 3 p.m. posters, banners and signs flashed through the crowd with slogans like “Fitchon without representation” and “Would trustees say $2,250 to be hit on?” Campus police were stationed strategically around the crowd. No incidents of violence were reported.

Music by the Who and Bruce Springsteen was hand-chipped by students from WSMR radio and played over a public address system. The songs promoted the theme of the student demands.

“Our rights have been trampled on and refused and we are as hell. We’re not going to take it any more,” said Lamb as he began the rally.

Lamb compared the Board of Trustees to a “home went that students and faculty were constantly running into while trying to achieve a higher level of student life. We have not listened to the concerns and frustrations of the students that are too far from our hopes as students.

“Some trustees have no interest in our lives as students,” said Lamb. “All apathy and seeming lack of interest of students should be removed. The time has come for the trustees to be listened to.”

According to Lamb, the demands hinges on the lack of student representation on the Board of Trustees. Emphasizing the board’s closed policy, Lamb referred to a list of what he deemed as negative administrative actions.

Lamb said, “The Fenton building’s bottom floor was promised by the administration as lounge for students. Now where is it? Ridgeway building was promised as a lounge for students.

How can you study in there with the sound of pinball machines across the hall. Last year we wanted to turn our cafeteria into law enforcement.”

“That shows their total lack of concern for students,” said Lamb. “Last year we were bashed that said ‘lunch room.”

Now we’re saying ‘hands off our rights’.

Lamb also mentioned that the decision to eliminate automatic service scholarships was announced nine months after the decision was made and without student input.

“We’re not appearing anymore. We’re demanding right now,” said Lamb emotionally.

Lamb then continued the rally by updating student on recent student reaction to a letter sent by the SGA requesting time before the board to input through a student representative on the Board of Trustees to the answer to our problems.

Chair opened her speech with, “We want to know why the administration can’t realize that our time is just as valuable as any one else.”

Then she stressed what she saw as a “shack of concern” by trustees in not realizing the pressures put upon student leaders in supporting a student activity and themselves at the same time, and that the automatic scholarship elimination has added to these problems.

“They seem to be limiting our students to proving alone,” said Lamb.

“The elimination of service scholarships affects everyone standing here as well as our current leaders.”

SGA President Thomas Elias gave additional information at the rally stating that students are afforded a total of two hours time, per year, before the College Commissions that is allotted between students and the Board of Trustees.

“If every student who pays $2,250 every year wants a student member on the Board of Trustees, then I’m sure we’ll get one and it’s up to everyone of us — together — to insist upon it and not let it end with this rally,” said Elias.

Elias told students that a survey would be conducted through the deans’ to find out student opinion on these issues. Result of the survey will be published at a later date.

Both Lamb and Elias felt the rally was a success.

“I think it went very well,” said Lamb. “We got the numbers now. Next we demand that the board listen to us.”

Elias stressed the importance of the referendum question. “This should be obvious proof to the trustees that we have concrete support from the students,” said Elias. In commenting on the proposals that will be submitted to the board, on the demand issue, Elias said, “We have an idea of what will go in the proposal, but we want to paint it. We’ll be at the Union Club requesting to be let in and listened to.”

Toward the end of the rally, a comparison was made between a Boston historical event during the American Revolution, the Boston Tea Party, and the current student demands at Suffolk. Then “trick or tea” bags were hung out throughout the crowd to emphasize the comparison.